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1 Introduction

The use of the Internet is not just limited to daily activities such as communica-
tion, entertainment, and shopping, but many critical services including finance,
healthcare, and the modern versions of infrastructures (e.g., power grids, trans-
portation systems, water, oil, and gas pipelines)[19] increasingly use the Internet
for their operations as well. This makes Internet paths a factor that must be con-
sidered a part of supply chain security.

In the following, we use the term “Internet path” to refer to a sequence of
ASes that appear in the “AS path” attribute in BGP. The problem we face when
considering Internet paths as part of the supply chain is that the Internet is a
“black box”: it offers no real insight into the security aspects of Internet paths
and no control for relying parties to influence which paths are chosen in routing.

In this work, we propose a research agenda to investigate how to build an AS
reputation mechanism that could be used for measuring the reliability of Inter-
net paths and selecting paths based on this. Transparency of AS reputation and
Internet path selection form an extension to the current BGP-based Internet, as
envisioned for the “Responsible Internet” [8], a concept inspired by the notion
of “Responsible AI“, which provides more insight into the inner workings of AI
systems [7]. We assume the deployment of AS security transparency and path
selection will occur through so-called “trust zones” [4], which are coalitions of
ASes that collaboratively implement security policies.

In this extended abstract, we discuss four research questions (RQ1-RQ4) that
we have identified and sketch how we aim to address them. The objective of our
abstract is to facilitate and inspire discussion at the TAURIN 2023 workshop.

2 RQ1: What may be the security attributes of an AS?

Enterprises and AS operators may prefer to select ASes on Internet paths that
are not linked to malicious or suspicious incidents, simply because they view such
paths as safer and more reliable [19]. We aim to create a reputation mechanism
for this purpose. To this end, we collect data and measure attributes linked to
incidents.
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Approach: We will begin with the following datasets to understand which
ASes that occur on Internet paths have been involved in incidents or may lack
in security. As some data sources are snapshots, we also explore measurement
methods that can be carried out in a sustained way.

(a) We identify ASes that are misbehaving or misconfigured, as identifiable in
the following sources.
– Abuse: phishing, spamming, malware distribution, botnet command &

control hosting. Datasets: abuse feeds [1, 21, 13, 5], OpenINTEL[17];
– Routing: route leaks, route hijacks [23]. Datasets: MANRS observatory

[12], Internet Health Report [9], NANOG mailing list [14];
(b) Routing and traffic security measures implemented: Route filtering, Route

Origin Authorization (ROA), Route Origin Validation(ROV), protection against
DDoS and spoofing, security frameworks in use. Datasets: RPKI repository
[18], CAIDA spoofer [22], network telescope data [3, 13];;

(c) Security status of hardware and software infrastructures used by AS opera-
tor, e.g., border routers. Datasets: NVD [16], Shodan [20], Censys [3];

3 RQ2: How to rank ASes in terms of reputation?

Knowing which ASes rank higher regarding their reputation will help AS opera-
tors choose or avoid particular ASes, assuming they can choose between different
Internet paths.

Approach: We will explore the use of Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis
(MCDA) [10] where operators will provide their preferences for the values of
the security attributes that we explored in RQ1. We will also consider taking an
expert opinions and aim to make the mechanisms output scores in real-time.

4 RQ3: How to choose paths based on ASes’ reputations?

The AS operator should be able to choose/avoid particular ASes on their paths
based on our work of RQ2, particularly within a trust zone.

Approach: We will set up a simulated testbed (e.g., using Mininet or BIRD
BGP [2]) to explore different path selection/avoidance techniques, like using
BGP community attributes, source-based routing, and traffic engineering tech-
niques within a trust zone. We will study how this might affect the operational
management of ASes.

5 RQ4: What may be a way to verify a path?

Users should be able to verify if a data path is the one they chose based on the
methods from RQ3.

Approach: We will explore cryptographic principles [15, 11] as well as the
concept of “BGP lies” [6] and reverse traceroute [24].
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